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This document provide
es a short desscription of th
he collocated dataset, generated at NO
OAA, with the
L
and ‐2
2 data. A largee set of activee and passive microwave sensor
s
data, as
a well as dataa
CYGNSS Level‐1
from num
merical weather prediction models (NW
WP) are collocaated in space and time witth each specu
ular
point foun
nd in the CYG
GNSS level‐1 NetCDF
N
files, and
a each retrrieved wind speed found in the CYGNSSS
level‐2 NeetCDF files. Taables 1 and 2 provide the list
l of NWP and sensor datta variables, respectively,
r
collocated
d with CYGNSSS data. Below
w is additionaal key informaation regardin
ng the collocaated dataset.
1. M
Match‐up crite
eria:
 for NW
WP data: bilinear interpolaation in space and linear in
nterpolation in
n time
 for all sensor data: a +/‐ 90mn tiime window and
a a 25km distance
d
thresshold are used
2. Additional info
ormation regaarding each collocated datta point
 each collocated
c
sen
nsor data poin
nt has its longgitude and lattitude saved
 each collocated
c
sen
nsor timestam
mp is also savved following the same con
nvention foun
nd in
the CYYGNSS Level ‐1 and ‐2 NetC
CDF files (i.e. the time is reeported in secconds referen
nced
to the global attribu
ute ‘time_covverage_start’ found in the NetCDF files)
N
data is linearly interp
polated in tim
me to the specular point time (or retrieved
 since NWP
wind speed
s
samplee time), the NWP data do not
n carry a tim
mestamp variiable
 if no collocated sen
nsor or modell data is found
d for a given specular poin
nt or retrieved
d
s
samplee, a value of ‐9
9999 is assign
ned to the sen
nsor or modeel data
wind speed
 inform
mation about each sensor variable
v
unit and
a flag valuee are provideed as variable
string attributes in the NetCDF files
f
3. Fiile informatio
on
 the complete colloccated data seet is appended
d to the existing CYGNSS Level‐1
L
and ‐2
2
NetCD
DF files
 files will
w be made available at th
he following SFTP
S
server cyygnss‐sftp‐2.eengin.umich.eedu
 actual file location on that serveer is TBD
4. Miscellaneous
M
information
RO ScatSAT data is still unaavailable at th
he time of wrriting. Althouggh the
 the ISR
corresponding variaables currenttly exist in thee NetCDF filess, a value of ‐9999 are currrently
assigned to these
MSR‐2, GMI, and
a Windsat instruments may
m provide more than on
ne collocated 10‐
 the AM
m wind speed variaable for each specular poin
nt or retrieved wind speed
d; the reason being
hese are retrieved from diffferent frequency channells (for additio
onal informatiion,
that th
see the variable description in th
he NetCDF files)
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Table I: Summary of Numerical Weather Prediction data collocated
with Level ‐1 and ‐2 CYGNSS data
MFWAM
WAVEWATCH 3
GDAS ECMWF

(source: IFREMER)
Input wind forcing: ECMWF

10‐m wind speed

X

X

10‐m wind direction

X

X

Sea surface temperature

X

X

Depth

(source:
Météo‐France)
Input wind forcing:
ECMWF

X

Significant wave height (Hs)
X

X

for combined wind waves‐swell
Hs for wind sea

X

Hs for the first swell

X

Hs for the second swell

X

Hs for the third swell

X

Mean period of wind waves

X

Peak period for wind sea

X

Peak period for the first swell

X

Peak period for the second swell

X

Peak period for the third swell

X

Mean direction (full spectrum)

X

Mean direction for wind sea

X

Mean direction for first swell

X

Mean direction for second swell

X

Mean direction for third swell

X

Whitecap coverage

X

Mean square slopes

X

X

0.5 deg

0.5 deg

Product resolution

1 deg

0.25 deg
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Table II: Summary of active and passive sensors collocated with Level ‐1 and ‐2 CYGNSS data
Radiometers

Altimeters

(source: Remote Sensing Systems)

(source: NOAA)

Scatterometers

ISRO
NOAA
ASCAT‐A/B ScatSAT

10‐m wind speed

X

X

10‐m wind direction

X

X

AMSR‐2

GMI

SSMI
F16

SSMI
F17

WINDSAT

SMAP

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Columnar atmospheric water
vapor

X

X

X

X

X

Columnar cloud liquid water

X

X

X

X

X

Rain rate

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Significant wave height

25 km

X

X

Sea surface temperature

Product resolution

Cryosat‐2 Jason‐2 Jason‐3 Altika Sentinel‐3A

0.25 deg

~6 km
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